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Gillows of Lancaster and London are mainly associated with fashionable furniture. 
However, they also produced a few turned chair designs such as a kitchen chair of ash in 
1791; a Liverpool chair in 1801; and five Windsor chairs made between 1793 and 
1806.’ Some of the Gillow Windsor chairs may be familiar to members since they have 
been illustrated in several publications.2 Nancy Goyne Evans in her excellent pioneering 
article on the history of English Windsor chair making, surveyed the subject nationally, 
and also stressed the importance of the Gillow Archive material in providing an insight 
into the Windsor chair making trade and its practices in the eighteenth century.3 In this 
article, which is based largely on new information extracted from the Gillow Letter 
Books, I hope to shed further light on some aspects of Gillow’s Windsor chair trade 
during the eighteenth century.

G IL L O W ’S W IN D SO R  C H A IR  T R A D E  ESTABLISHED

There is no evidence to suggest that Gillows supplied any Windsor chairs before 
the 1750s, and even at this date they do not appear to have supplied many. I use the 
word ‘supplied’ rather than ‘made’ since Gillows may not have manufactured 
them themselves at this period. Certainly in the summer of 1759 Gillows procured 
one Windsor from a supplier recommended by a Mr William Harrison of Preston, who 
was probably an upholsterer or chairm aker.4 In October 1760 G illow s wrote 
again to Harrison, requesting him to supply them urgently with six Windsor chairs 
for export as they explained: ‘As they are for abroad they must either come some time 
next week or a few days after or they’ll be too late —  if the whole can’t be sent next 
week desires you’ll forward 3 or 4 of ’em painted or not’ .4 Harrison replied immediately 
and the following day Gillows requested him to send them . . . ‘the two that is made 
painted green and if two more can be made and sent next week along with the 
former should be glad may come but if they cannot be done in the time they’ ll 
be too late’ .5 Windsor chairs were, it seems in 1760, not often required by Gillow’s 
customers, otherwise the firm would have kept a stock on hand, or employed 
turners to make them urgently in their new premises in Church Street, Lancaster. Having 
to buy in Windsor chairs from other makers in the Preston area some twenty miles from 
Lancaster on a regular basis would have been inconvenient, impractical and expensive. 
It was more usual, especially later in the eighteenth century, for Gillows themselves to 
act as wholesalers by making furniture occasionally for other upholsterers and 
cabinetmakers.4 Windsor chairs were however, the province of the turner and were not it 
seems part of Gillows usual furniture, but by 1770 the situation had, or was, about to 
change.
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i. Portrait of Dodshon Foster, 1730-1792, Lancaster/West Indies Merchant and Slaver, by 
William Tate of Liverpool. Dodshon Foster & Co. bought furniture from Gillows and supplied

them with mahogany in 1759
Photograph by courtesy o f Lancaster City Museums
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‘ A N E A T  SO R T  OF W IN D SO R  CH AIR  M A D E IN L A N C A S T E R ’

If a Preston man was supplying a few Windsor chairs to Gillows which they exported 
in 1760, within ten years Windsor chair making must have been well established in the 
town since the ‘neat sort of Windsor chair’ made in Lancaster was well known enough 
to attract the attention of at least one customer who lived some seventy miles away. In 
1770, Thomas Shuttleworth, of Ferrybridge, near Pontefract, in the West Riding of 
Yorkshire, requested the price of Windsor chairs from Gillows. Shuttleworth may have 
been an upholsterer who had Lancaster connections, and it is possible that he was a 
member of the family who founded the Wakefield firm which bears his name.7 Gillows 
replied to his enquiry:

. . .  as to the neat sort of Windsor chair which you’ve seen hear they would be 8s. 
each laid down at the above place [Tadcaster], without painting, we think it would 
not do to send ’em ready painted as they must be packed to protect the paint & 
perhaps might not totally prevent its being rubbed off in places.*

Gillows also quoted the price of ‘strong &  neat mahogany chairs’ as zz/6d. to 24s, 
but they did not make it clear if these were also Windsor chairs, but it seems unlikely 
since mahogany Windsors costs 15s. each in 1776. Gillow’s letter to Shuttleworth of 
Ferrybridge concludes with an interesting observation which suggests that the Windsor 
chairs were intended for resale; ‘Presumes the white chairs will scarce bear carriage so 
far [to Tadcaster, then Ferrybridge] but we think the mahogany ones will.® Previously, it 
has been suggested that common furniture made in a particular region would not have 
been transported long distances before the nineteenth century, when cheaper forms of 
transport made it economically viable. Gillow’s comment tends to confirm this view 
regarding common Windsor chairs, but the more expensive hard wood chairs Gillows 
thought would stand the cost of transport by cart to Yorkshire, and still give a 
reasonable profit to the retailer. However, as we shall see, even common painted 
Windsor chairs were economically viable once a strong market was established abroad, 
and they could often be shipped more easily thousands of miles from a British port than 
sixty miles by poor roads across Britain at any date. Distance in itself was only one 
factor, efficient distribution and appropriate warehousing were others. High turnover 
was also important, by giving the customer what he wanted at the right price. This was 
achieved by good market research. Gillow’s many letters to customers, sea captains, and 
merchants testify to their constant attempts to ‘give the customer what he wanted’; as 
well as actively seeking new markets for their furniture.

W IN D SO R  CH A IR S FOR TH E W EST INDIES ISLAN DS

Although they first mentioned sending a few Windsor chairs ‘abroad’ in 1760, it was 
not until 1775 that Gillows had an opportunity to send quantities of these popular 
charts to Jamaica in the West Indies on a regular basis. This was because the North 
Americans had apparently, monopolised the Windsor chair market in the West Indies, 
but with the outbreak of the American War of Independence Gillows seized their 
opportunity, and wrote to John Swarbrick, an important merchant of Kingston, Jamaica 
in September 1775: ‘We thought the North Americans would be so busy fighting that 
they would not have time to make and send you any Windsor chairs, therefore have
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green; drawing 
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dropt a dozen’ .’ Unfortunately Gillows did not give any details about the North 
American Windsor chair makers, but perhaps some American members may be able to 
discover more about them, if so I would be delighted to hear about it. Gillows Windsor 
chairs proved a great success in the West Indies, and in May 1776 Gillows wrote with 
obvious satisfaction to Captain John Calvert, Master of a ship bound for Grenada; ‘We 
expect the Windsor chairs will sell to great advance as they do in all other islands, and 
we presume you can now have no more from America’.10 One of the consequences of the 
war between Britain and their previous colonies in North America was a cessation of 
trade between the West Indies and North America. Gillows had shown their usual 
enterprise by taking immediate advantage of the situation, just as they did during the 
early 1760s when they traded with Guadeloupe, during the brief period it was a British 
Colony.11

P A I N T E D  W I N D S O R  C H A I R S

As we have already noted green paint was the usual finish on ‘white chairs’. However, 
sometimes the first coat was a different colour and the final coat was green.12 Three 
coats were occasionally applied but normally two were considered adequate. The 
Windsor chairs sent to the West Indies in the 1770s sometimes had the first coat of paint 
applied in Lancaster, and a pot of green paint and brush was provided so that they could 
be given a second coat on board ship.13 On other occasions all the painting and some of 
the assembly was done under the watchful eye of the sea captain, as for example in July 
1775 when Gillows instructed Captain Leonard Stout bound for Antigua:

Having sent 2 Windsor chairs in the cabin and 10 ditto in two matted parcels wth. 
the legs and rails loose which you’ll get put together and paint over, have also sent 
green paint ready mixed and a brush (for that purpose) in a small box directed to 
you.14

T H E  R O L E  O F  T H E  C A P T A I N  A N D  W E S T  I N D I E S  M E R C H A N T

Dodshon Foster, 1730-1792, was a West Indies Merchant and American slave trader, 
his portrait by William Tate of Liverpool painted about 1770 can be seen in fig. 1. He is 
sitting on a what appears to be a cream-painted Windsor chair of the comb back type, 
but whether or not the chair, presumably one owned by Tate, was made in Lancashire is 
unknown. Dodshon Foster and his brother Robert, a sea captain, were typical Lancaster 
merchants, they, ‘Dodshon Foster 8c C o’ had a warehouse on St. Georges Quay, 
Lancaster. Robert sold mahogany plank to Gillows in exchange for mahogany furniture 
in 1759, and his brother bought furniture from Gillows including a clock case the same 
year (illustrated in Regional Furniture, Vol. 1, p. 53). Sometimes the Captain or Master 
of a ship entered into a partnership with Gillows for the voyage or ‘adventure’, and 
therefore had a financial interest in a successful voyage. He was responsible for the safe 
stowage and care of goods on board ship, unloading the goods, and sometimes if the 
furniture was not consigned to a merchant, he arranged for the sale or distribution of 
furniture. Gillows gave detailed instructions to the master such as, that some furniture 
be held back and not sold at the first island the ship called at, or that large unsold 
billiard tables were to be auctioned on the quayside in the West Indies rather than be 
brought back to Lancaster.
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3. A  late eighteenth or early nineteenth century W indsor chair, almost 
certainly made by G illow s. Ash w ith elm seat w ith copious traces of

green paint

Photograph by courtesy o f Leeds City Art Galleries

ST O R A G E

Storing furniture was always a problem in the hot damp climate of the West Indies, 
and a letter written by Gillows to a West Indies merchant sheds new light on this topic. 
John Swarbrick of Kingston, Jamaica, was the merchant who bought Windsor chairs 
from the unknown North American Windsor chair makers before the outbreak of the 
War of Independence, and who subsequently bought his Windsor chairs and other 
furniture regularly from Gillows. Swarbrick was also a Lancaster man and a family 
friend of the Gillows. Richard Gillow had heard in 1775 that Swarbrick and his partner 
were ‘ . . . in a fair way to acquire the greatest part of the cabinet business to yourselves’,
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on the island and that this was due not only to their having ‘. . . good articles’ but also 
. .  in some degree to your having a convenient place to lodge ’em in where they can be 

kept in neat order, exclusive of your common store and which we presume to be your 
house’ . Gillows hinted that being able to keep furniture which they had supplied in good 
condition reflected well on themselves and declared ‘We could wish such a convenience 
to be continued and would rather contribute something yearly toward it, than forego the 
advantage that must arise from it, as it appears to us’ .15 This letter implies that 
Swarbrick was taking unusual care of his furniture stock by storing them ‘in a 
convenient place’ probably his house, and that it was more usual for a merchant’s 
furniture to be stored in ‘common stores’ amongst all the other imports which included 
felt hats; cottons; linens; candles; nails and ironmonger)', etc. Clearly warerooms or 
warehouses exclusively for the storage and/or display of furniture were unheard of in the 
West Indies in the 1770s, although well established in London and some provincial 
towns including Lancaster at the same period. Indeed a visitor to Lancaster in 1772 
commented that ‘Mr Gillows warehouse of these manufactures merits a visit’,26 and in 
the early nineteenth century his ‘extensive ware-rooms’ were ‘. . . said to be the best 
stocked of any in this line, out of the metropolis’.27

L A N C A S T E R  W I N D S O R  C H A I R  P R I C E S  A N D  S T Y L E S

Unfortunately Windsor chairs were not illustrated in the Gillow sketch books until the 
end of the eighteenth century, and apart from references to their ‘neat’ appearance no 
descriptions of their style appears to have survived. By 1776 Gillows were making 
Windsors in mahogany and there was a choice of slightly different styles and prices. 
John Swarbrick paid 15s. each for ‘2 dozen neat and strong mahogany Windsor chairs 
with matts &  packing &  wood to guard &  cord’. Painted Windsors were sold by 
Gillows for about 8s. each at this period, almost half the price of the mahogany chairs. 
Windsor chairs were sometimes identified by a design or perhaps a batch number, and it 
seems ‘no. 3’ was superior to ‘no. 4’. Richard Gillow, who was always a shrewd 
businessman and something of a psychologist, was anxious that their captains should 
present Gillow furniture in the most advantageous way. He therefore suggested that the 
three dozen ‘no. 3’ which were all alike and cost 7s. $d. each, should be separated from 
the dozen ‘no. 4’ chairs as he reasoned the later. ‘. . . may differ a little and not quite so 
neat as ye other three dozen’ . He advised that ‘. . . they are not mixed up and brought 
out separately’ for the inspection of customers.16 Some of Gillows journeymen made 
large quantities of Windsor chairs during the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Men 
such as John Harrison and Jos. Wilcock, who made the ‘high backed Ash Windsor chair’ 
with deal spindles in 1806 (see Fig. 2). Wilcock received regular monthly payments 
which reached a total sum of £126 in 1783 for making Windsor chairs. However, he 
was not exclusively a maker of turned chairs, since he made fashionable fan back chairs 
and secretaries in 1790.17 The fact that Gillow’s Windsor chairs at this period (the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth century) were made by cabinetmakers rather than 
turners is interesting and perhaps significant since their restrained style owes as much to 
the cabinetmaker and the Thames valley tradition, where of course these chairs 
originated, than to any known northern turned chair group. However, as we shall see, 
very little is known about northern eighteenth century turner’s work.
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DESIG N  IN FLU EN CES

Four almost identical High back Windsor chairs are illustrated in the Estimate Sketch 
books between 1798 and 1806. Three of these high-back Windsors have swept-back 
under arm supports, but the chair made in 1799 has plain vertical spindle underarm 
supports, and the broad arms terminate in a circular shape similar to ones used on 
nineteenth century north east Yorkshire high-backed smoker’s chairs.13 All four Gillow 
Windsors have plain spindles, three have simple turning on the lower front legs (the 
fourth has plain legs) and all four designs have slightly curved front stretchers supported 
by side stretchers from the back legs in a similar manner to some Thames valley chairs of 
the same period.18 Indeed their simple style and light construction may have been what 
Shuttleworth meant by a ‘neat sort of Windsor’. Gillows high back Windsors’ similarity 
to Thames valley chairs, is hardly surprising given the firm’s close links with London 
from the mid eighteenth century, yet as we have observed Windsor chairs were being 
made by 1759-1760 in the Preston area, and perhaps the cream-painted chair in fig. 1 
was made in Liverpool, which was a prosperous city with many cabinet and chairmakers 
working there. Alternatively, since Liverpool was a thriving port with links with 
London, Bristol, and so many ports, the chair could have been shipped to Liverpool 
from elsewhere. This is a possibility, since we now know for example that in 1770 
Shuttleworth was considering buying Gillows ‘neat Windsors’ and transporting them 
overland some 70 miles to Ferrybridge in Yorkshire. Very little is known about 
Lancashire Windsor chairs of the eighteenth century or indeed the emergence of English 
regional chair types generally, since, as Christopher Gilbert remarked, they are ‘only 
sketchily documented because name stamps were rarely used before about 1820V4 Dr 
Bernard Cotton’s impressive work has now enabled nineteenth century chairs to be 
placed in regional groups,25 but this fascinating early period is ripe for further study.

W O O D S USED A N D  E A R L Y  N IN E TE E N T H  C E N T U R Y  FINISHES

Two of the Gillow Windsor designs were originally intended to be made principally in 
mahogany. However, three-quarters of a foot of one inch ‘cherry tree’, a fruitwood 
sometimes used on vernacular chairs of the north west, was used ‘in the back 8c elbows’ 
of the mahogany chair illustrated in September 1798; and for the ‘bend 8c stretchers’ in 
the otherwise all-mahogany chair made in January 1799.19 Cherry was used for all the 
parts of the chair made in December 1798, except for the seat which was made of elm. 
The high-back Windsor chair made in ash with deal spindles in 1806 (see fig. 2), was 
painted green like so many ‘whitewood’ Windsors made by Gillows. The chair 
illustrated in fig. 3 still retains many traces of its original green paint. Christopher 
Gilbert relates that it was once owned by a Lancaster family who sold it in a Cumbrian 
sale room in the 1980s. By the nineteenth century, red was used occasionally; the Liverpool 
chair made in 1801 was stained red, and Gillows informed a customer in 1831, that their 
Windsor chairs were supplied frequently for ‘subscription rooms stained or painted red’.20

A W IN D SO R  EASY C H A IR
Finally, ‘A whitewood Japand easy chair’ illustrated in 1793 (Fig. 4), was described as 

a ‘Windsor chair’ in the index to the Estimate Sketch Book, and therefore earns a place 
in this article. This interesting hybrid chair displays a curious mixture of fashionable and
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4. A curious painted hybrid easy chair drawn in 1793 (f. 1032.), which was described as a 
‘Windsor Chair’ in the Estimate Sketch Book Index

Published by permission o f Westminster City Archives

regional features. It has the spindles and double hoop of a Windsor chair, the rush seat 
of a country chair, and what appear to be square section tapering front legs which were 
to be fitted with brass castors as used on fashionable chairs. Even more curious, not to 
say garish, is the finish, ‘painted black ground stroked wth. pink’. Two thin cushions 
with cotton covers, one for the back and another for the rush seat were also supplied. 
The prime cost to Gillows was £1 3s. 8d. i.e. wood 2s. 6d.; rush bottom i8d; brass 
socket castors i2d.; making 12s. 2d. and painting 4s. 6d. The two cushions in cotton 
cases cost an additional 13s. 6d. making a total prime cost of £1 17s. 2d. The 
Windsor/Easy chair was ordered by a Mrs. Leigh, of Whitley, Wigan, in Lancashire, who 
also ordered a writing and ladies work table at the same time,21 and other furniture 
shortly afterwards.22 This chair demonstrates that some late eighteenth century Windsor 
armchairs were not only jappanned or painted in a very striking manner, but like more 
fashionable chairs were supplied originally with specially designed cushions, which must 
have added greatly to their comfort. It seems then, that by the late eighteenth century the 
adaptable Windsor type chair had earned a place not only in the garden, and servants 
quarters, but also perhaps in some of the more fashionable rooms in Lancashire houses.
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